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Recent Updates 

Three members of the Civil Defense in the besieged Yarmouk camp were 

wounded the day before yesterday, after being targeted by snipers shot in 

front of their headquarters near the 

Yarmouk cemetery at Al Taqadom 

neighborhood.  They were 

transferred to the "Shaheid Al 

Mihrab" hospital in the town of 

Yalda to receive necessary medical 

treatment. 

The medical staff at the hospital reported that one of the injuries in 

critical condition, where the shot entered his stomach, leading to several 

injuries in the spleen, pancreas, and multiple injuries in the intestine and 

the chest through the diaphragm. The hospital assured that the other 

injuries are in the limbs, one of them is, Khaled Alian, a member of 

Palestine hospital cadre .  

The civil defense members accused Jaish Al Islam faction of targeting the 

three members, yet the faction denied the accusation under the pretext 

that the snipers of the faction do not overlook at the Yarmouk new 

cemetery area.   

Meanwhile, Shan Al Rasoul Brigade, an armed opposition group, issued 

a statement through Facebook announcing complete cancelation of the 

agreement regarding the support of the Yarmouk camp. The statement 

was issued after some signatories to the previous statement broken the 
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fifth item, as they prevent exit or entry of any member of Sham Al Rasoul 

brigade. 

 The fifth item, which was mentioned at the Sham Al Rasoul's statement, 

states "not allowing any member of Al Nusra Front to enter (Babila-

Yalda-Bait Sahem) and the brigade is not responsible of any member who 

enters to these areas. That was one of the six items agreed upon among 

the military factions and the towns of (Babila-Yalda-Bait Sahem) within 

an agreement allows the entry of fighters who want to fight alongside Al 

Nusra at Masbah Al Basel area between the Yarmouk camp and Yalda 

town that is fighting against ISIS.   

Clashes between ISIS and Nusra are still ongoing in the Yarmouk camp, 

coinciding with the continuous siege imposed by the Regular Army and 

the affiliated groups for 1062 consecutive days, power cut for more than 

1123 days, and water cut for 612 days respectively. 

On the other hand, Syrian warplanes dropped targeted Al Mazarea area 

between Al Qosour area and Darousha at the vicinity of Khan Al Shieh 

camp in the western suburb of Damascus with 4 explosive barrels. The 

Regular Army targeted the eastern vicinity of the camp with a number of 

artillery shells resulted in a state of panic among residents. Many 

residents were killed due to the shelling, including women and children, 

while the AGPS documented 153 victims who died since the beginning of 

the war events.  

The AGPS correspondent in Khan Al Shieh camp reported that families 

are suffering of dire conditions, as a large number of youth are 
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unemployed and always rely on aid provided by UNRWA and some relief 

organizations, since most residents live in an almost completely besieged 

area. The organizations provide insufficient aid for a small number of 

families, while UNRWA provides them with aid every two or three 

months.  

 

Our correspondent noted that bread, food, and fuel are also available at 

the black market. Those materials enter through Zakia adjacent town at 

very high prices as a result of the closing Zakia road, which is the only 

road that serves 2000 families.  

Checkpoints of the regular army are still closing all roads linking the 

camp with the center of the capital Damascus, forcing residents to go 

through the dangerous sub-road of Zakia to reach Damascus.  

The Syrian Regime targeted Handarat camp in Aleppo south of Syria with 

heavy artillery and rocket shelling, coinciding with violent clashes 

between the Syrian armed opposition groups and the Regular Army 

alongside AL Quds brigades.   

Al Quds pro-Syrian brigades announced through Facebook that 

thousands of its fighters are fighting alongside the Regular Army within a 
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military campaign of "Liberating Handarat camp in Aleppo Northern 

suburb," using all kinds of weapons accompanied with air and artillery 

cover.  

 

The camp is completely empty after the residents were forced to leave 

their houses following violent clashes broke out between the Regime and 

the opposition forces before about 1107 days. The clashes ended with the 

opposition control over the camp. 

Meanwhile, the Syrian armed opposition forces prevented the residents of 

returning back to the camp, while the camp was repeatedly bombed with 

explosive barrels, which resulted in the destruction of almost 70% of the 

camp's houses. 

 

Statistics 

The AGPS confirmed that 407 Palestinian refugees died while fighting 

alongside the Syrian Regular Army. The AGPS published a statistical 

report on May, which reported that 158 refugees died while fighting 
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alongside the PLA, which force every Palestinian youth over 18 years to 

join the military compulsory service.  

Furthermore, 93 members of the PFGC died, in addition to 52 refugees 

died while fighting alongside Al Quds brigades, which is a pro-Syrian 

Regime brigade was established north of Syria. 

24 refugees died while fighting alongside Fatah Al Intifada, and 80 

refugees died while fighting alongside public groups and committees 

affiliated with the Syrian Security Branches.  

It is worth mentioning that the AGPS published detailed statistics within 

its report regarding victims, detainees, and distribution of Palestinian 

Syrian refugees at the Arab countries, Turkey, and Europe as a result of 

the war in Syria. 

 

Palestinians of Syria; Numbers and Statistics till 12\05\2016: 

 15500 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Jordan 

 42.500 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Lebanon 
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 6000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Egypt, according to the 

UNRWA statistics till July 2015 

 8000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Turkey 

 1000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Gaza 

 More than 71.2 thousand Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached 

Europe till the End of December 2015 

 The Yarmouk Camp: siege, imposed by the Regular Army and PFGC 

groups, continued for 1062 consecutive days. Power cut continued 

for more than 1123 days, water was cut for 612 days respectively. 

The number of siege victims is 187. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 916 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - All Residents have left the camp for about 1107 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 769 days without water and almost 

70% of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 

 

 


